PTO Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, October 12, 2022
Submitted by Shannon Frankosky

6:30 PM-7:30 PM: VIRTUAL ONLINE via Google Meet
**Meeting Facilitator = Zoey Pius
In attendance:
Mandy Suro, Kelly Paxton, Johanna Roche, Alexa Brennan, Mark Adams, Meghan Baumer,
Shannon Frankosky, Emily Palmieri, Zoey Pius, Guy Pascarella, Trisha VanHorn.
Treasurer’s report (Emily):
Only transaction was receipt of $56.69 from Amazon Smile. Ending balance was $21,523.81.
Dawn Campbell reported that 30 tickets have been sold to date for Hausman event on
10/15/2022. Encouraged us to spread the word.
Kindness Counts Update - Given by Meghan Baumer and Shannon Frankosky discussed
program. Group came to consensus that t-shirt purchasing approved up to $1000, and Brag Tags
up to $200.
PTO Roster discussed- Zoey would like to create a document which has the group’s contact
information. (Phone/email)
Bear Creek Tubing discussed as a future activity for the school. She will take the lead on
planning the event. She has contact information to secure a date ASAP. Last year tickets were
sold at cost. She will find out how we can incorporate their liability waiver and our PayPal
button so that both can be handled prior to the event.
Johanna Roche made a proposal, requesting that PTO fund field trips this year, as HAT money
will be used for the Warming Kitchen in the new Cafeteria. Discussed dollar amount per grade,
but decided that it should be $20 per student, as each grade has a different amount of students.
Group came to consensus that the PTO would approve $8000 for field trips 2022/23 school year.
Shannon Frankosky gave an update on the financial statements. Mandy Suro created a Balance
Sheet that we can utilize. Shannon created a financial statement with estimated income/spending
from 2021/22 school year to give a visual.
New Business - Discussed that we need to create a calendar of activities for the year. Mandy
began to create a form. Dawn Campbell suggested a Game Night, which was done in the past as
a fundraiser. Guy Pascarella will check on prices for Urban Air and Sky Zone. No November
activity created at this time.

